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Abstract. The problemof the approachto the geostrophicwind is solvedassumingthat the
exchangecoefficientis proportionalto the one-thirdpower of the rate of dissipationof turbulent energy.Reasonableagreementbetweenthe predictedand observedvalues of the surface
stress,surfacewind direction, and height of the layer of frictional influenceis obtained when
the size of the eddies is assumedto become independent of height at a relatively low level.
The predicted vertical distribution of exchangecoefficientis qualitatively in good agreement
with that observed at Leipzig.

It is the generalpurposeof this paper to present a theory of the distribution of wind and
turbulentexchangeprocesses
throughoutthe entire layer of frictional influence in the atmosphere and to comparesomeof the predictions
of the theory with observations.
In approachingthe problem it is expedient
to simplify the atmosphericboundaryl•yer by
assumingthat the mean motion is in a steady
state and is entirely horizontal and uniform at
every level, and that within this layer the density may be consideredto be independentof
height.The equationsof horizontalmotion then

the vertical distribution of K,•. Ekman's [1905]

classical solution, which was independently
reachedby Taylor [1915], applieswhen K• is
independentof height; it yieldsan equiangular
spiral approachto the geostrophicwind with
increasingheight, but it is unsatisfactorynear
the ground.KShler [1933], assumingK• to increaseas somepowerof the height,foundsolutions in the form of Bessel functions. Ellison

[1956] and Kibel (see Yudin and Shvetz
[1940]) have solvedtheseequationsusing the
functional form for K•

Km-- ktt*z

take the form

in which k is von K•rm•n's

+

-

constant and u • is

the friction velocityat the surface.This solution

i(•)-- •)g)
+ •ZZKm
• (U-- Ug)= 0
-

(2)

is in the form of a Hankel function and ap-

proaches
a logarithmicform closeto the surface,
in agreementwith the observedwind profiles

=o

near the surface during adiabatic conditions.
in which• is the Coriolisparameter,u and v are
However, the vertical distributionof the exthe horizontalcomponentsof the wind, u• and
change coefficientis unrealistic, and the prev• are the corresponding
componentsof the geodicted relationsbetweenthe surfacewind speeds
strophiewind, and K• is the kinematicexchange
and directionsand the geostrophicwind at difcoefficient for momentum.
ferent conditions of surface roughnessdo not
A number of theoretical wind distributions
agree with the observedvalues.
havebeenderivedby specifyingin variousways
A rather completetheory of the wind distribution has been offeredby Rossby and Mont• Based on a paper presentedat the International
gomery [1935]. By combininga Prandtl-type
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored surfacelayer with a logarithmic spiral solution
reachedearlier by Rossby [1932], the authors
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics and the International Union of Theoretical
were reasonablysuccessfulin predicting the
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961, speedand directionof the surfacewind from a
in Marseilles, France.
knowledgeof the roughnessand pressuregraContribution 61-15 from the College of Mineral
dient at the surface.It appears that the preindustries, Pennsylvania State University.
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dictionsof the anglebetweenthe surfacewind height. We shall also make use of the dimenand geostrophicwind are generallytoo small, sionlessparameters
but the proper interpretationof wind data is
• = •*/•o
(1•)
difficult.A similartype of patchingtogetherof
a surfacelayer in which Kibel's solutionis char• = •*/•
(l•)
acteristicwith an upper layer in which an Ekman solutionprevailshas been carried out by Equations 1 can then be transformedinto the
followingsetof equations
by multiplyingthrough
Yudin and $hvctz [1940].
by
z/fZo(7
and
substituting
for the dimensionless
The turbulent exchangecoefcient K• is
parameters
defined
above.
tually not explicitlydeterminedby e•ernal factors, but is imp•citly determinedby the •nd
distribution itself. Following a suggestionmade
by Heisenbe•g[1948], we supposethat K• is
related to the wind shearthrough the e•ression

K• = e'/•l•/•

re• -]-P• •k2z2
-• - 0

(13)

--qe
• -]-P•d(l•S
\k2z
2•dr)
- 0

(3)

At indefinitely great heights the momentum
in which e is the rate of dissipationof turbulent
flux and its derivative approachzero.It follows
energy per unit massand 1 is a length that dethat qz/zo and rz/zo approach zero at infinity.
scribesthe significanteddy size. The distribuTo specifythe boundaryconditionat the ground
tion of 1 in the atmospherewill be discussed
simply,it is convenientto choosethe coordinate
later.
axes in such a manner that dr/d• vanishesat
In the present circumstances
the rate of dis- the surface. The x direction then coincides with
sipation of turbulent energy is given by
the directionof the wind immediatelyabovethe
surface.Then, if we specifythat at • -- 0 (i.e.,
at z -- Zo) the wind speedis zero, we obtain
oneof the surfaceboundaryconditions,namely:
where • is the magnitude of the wi•d shear.
U?o• substitutingfor, i• (3) •e ob•ai•

=

q(0)
= --cos
;bo

(14)

r(0) = q-sin ;bo
This is the •xpressionused by Ptandtl [1932]
to explain the wind distribution close to the
ground.
It will facilitate subsequenttreatment
equationsof motion to expressthem in te•s
of nondimensional
parameters.For this purpose,
let the following quantities be defined:

=

/Zo

(6)

½ = (.,/+
q = (u - u3/

(7)
=

-

where •o is the (positive) anglebetweenthe
wind just abovethe surfaceand the geostrophic
wind. The other boundary condition follows
from the fact that

the downward

momentum

flux at the surfaceis pu•, andthereforewe have
in the vicinity of the surface

u*=

ls

(15)

Since it is known that 1 equals kz closeto the
surface,we can expressthis conditionas

S(0) = I

(s)

(16)

or

S- u*- u*Lk•/ + kd•/

(9)

(dq/d•)o = b

dr/d•i = 0

(17)

in which zois the roughness
parameteras used
Becauseof the implicit variable S in equaby Prandtl. It shouldbe noted that u• is de- tions 13, theseequationsare nonlinearand must
fined in terms of the surface stress•o by
be solved by numerical means. The numerical
solutionis facilitated by replacingthe two seeu* =
(lO) ond-orderequationsby a set of four equivalent
and therefore,as usedherein,is independentof equations:
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dq/d•- k2z2R/Pl2S

(18)

I000

-

dr/d• = k2z
•Q/Pl• S

(19)

900

-

800

-

•.,

700

-

•

600 -

Q --

qe• d•

R•,- Pb --

(20)

re• d•

(21)
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togetherwith an equationwhich followsby applying the definitionof S to the first two equations of this set:

'-'

500

-

•

400

-

300

-

200

-

I00

-

._

S•= (k2z2/12Pb)(R
2 + Q•)'/•

(22)

As soonas the form of l is specified,the integrationcan be carriedupward from the level
• -- 0 in smallincrements
A•, usingthe method
of finite differences.
The completesolutionis determined,in principle,as soonas a value has
been chosenfor P, but the mechanicsof finding
the distributionof wind and exchangecoefficient
are hamperedby the fact that appropriatevalues of the parametersb and •o are not initially
known. Instead they are implicity determined
by the boundary conditionsat infinity, which
may now be expressedby the requirementthai
R and Q must approachzero. The correct solution can be found by selectingtrial valuesof b
and •o and refiningthem by repeatingthe calculation until the upper boundary conditionis
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Fig. 2. Vertical distribution of the length l for
Lettau's [1950] analysis of the Leipzig wind profile. Calculated values (dots) are compared with
the curve representing equations 24 and 25.

creaseslinearly to zero again at the gradient
level. They found, however, that better agreement with observed winds can be obtained

in

periodsof light wind if a 'residualaustausch'of
50 gcm -x sec-x is addedto that determinedfrom
their theory. This presenceo.f a residual ausconsideredto be sufficientlywell satisfied.
The central problem lies in the specification tauschsuggeststhat l may maintain a significant
of the distributionof the mixing length l. It is magnitudeat upper levels instead of returning
to zero.
well known from Prandtl's surface-layertheory
Before consideringfurther the questionof the
and observationsthat l is given by kz closeto
the surface.From a study of observationsby vertical distribution of mixing length it is interMildner [1932], Rossbyand Montgomerycon- esting to take up a suggestionby von Kdrmdn
cludedthat 1cannotcontinueto be proportional [1930] that the length may be determinedby

to distancefrom the ground at greater eleva- the natureof the windprofile.The simplestway
tions. Accordingto Rossby and Montgomery's of doingthis is by the expression
theory l increaseslinearly up to a height of 12
-- ks
per cent of the gradient level height, then de-

l - ds/dz

20.I
7._4••-•
ß

52
-••

(23)

and it may be easily verified that in the surface layer the wind distribution is such that

150 35O600
%•ooo
2700

thisspecification
is equivalentto that of Prandtl,
namely,l = kz. At higherlevelsthis equivalence

Fig. 1. Wind distribution for an extended von
Kœrmœnboundary layer model, correspondingto
Zo of I meter and G/f of 10• cm. Heights are in-

no longerapplies.Figure 1 showsthe wind hodograph that resultsby integratingthis casenumerically by the procedureoutlined above for
a choiceof P equalto 1612,corresponding
to a

dicated as the ratio Z/Zo.

geostrophic wind about 10 m sec-• at Brook-

-
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Fig. 3. Wind hodographsfor rough and smooth surfacescorrespondingto Gff equal to 107cm.
I-Ieights are in meters.

haven, N.Y., where Zois about 1 meter. The
indicatedheightsin units of Z/Zomay thus be
interpreted as actual heightsin meters.As is to
be expected,the wind at first increaseslogarithmically with height and then approachesthe
geostrophicwind more slowly at great heights.
The surfacewind devi•tio,nangle•o is only half
the value of 32ø observedby Bernstein [1959]
at Brookhavenunder neutral barotropic conditions, and the predicted surface stress is too
large in relation to the geostrophicwind. Also,
the height of the gradient wind level appears
to be about 4 times higher than is customarily
observed

in

similar

locations.

Von

K&rm&n's

equation for I is not valid throughout most of
the atmosphericboundarylayer.
We have seenthat it is necessaryto limit the
size of I in the free atmosphere.It is almost im-

possibleto determinethis distributionby direct
observation,
because
the distributionis critically
dependenton an exact knowledgeof the geostrophiewind at all heights.The latter cannot
be determineddirectly with sufficientaccuracy,
so recoursemust be made to the wind profile
itself. Lettau [1950] has describedone way of
doing this. Attempts by the author to use this
and another method on observations

from sev-

eral differentsourceshave yieldeda bewildering
variety of vertical distributionsof l. The most
commontype of distribution is an increaseup
to 200 or 300 meters followedby a more or less
constant value, usually of lessthan 100 meters,
at higher levels. This kind of distribution results from Lettau's analysisof the Leipzig wind
profile (Fig. 2). In agreementwith this conclusion is the observationmade by Pano/sky and

Lettau'$Collectibn
Brookhaven,July 1950
Brookhaven,25 Nov1950
Honford,1959
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Fig. 4. Predicted and observed relationship between u*/G and surface Rossby number G/.fZo.
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McCormick [1960] from spectrumstudiesthat
the eddiestend to reach a limiting size at a
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of 32ø at Brookhavenunderneutralbarotropic

conditionswith roughnessparameter 1 meter
and geostrophicwind of 10 m sec-•, in accordsurface.Accordingly,
experimental
wind compu- ancewith the findingsof Bernstein [1959]. The
tations have beenmade assumingl to have the resulting relation
height between 150 and 250 meters above the

form

l=•kz/(1-• kz/k)

k = 0.00027G/]

(24)

(25)

so that l increasesas kz closeto the ground
and approchesa fixed value at greaterheights.
The new parameter X representsthe value
reachedby l in the free atmsophere.
In a com-

has been employedfor calculatingthe results
describedbelow.It fits the valuescomputed
from the Leipzig profile reasonablywell, es-

pletely neutral atmosphereits value must be
determinedby some combinationof the fundamental parameters•, Zo,and G (or u*) having

wind profileis mostcritical.An alternativehypothesisis that X is proportionalto u*//; it
is not equivalent,but seemsa priori just as

pecially at lower levels where its effect on the

the dimensions
of a length.SinceZois intuitively acceptable.
ruled out as a factor affecting characteristics
With l thusspecified,(18) to (22) weretransof the free atmosphere,a reasonablechoicefor formedto centraldifference
equations
and prolengthparameteris the ratio Gff. The propor- gramreedfor solutionon an IBM 650 digital
tionality constant has been determinedin such

computer. The calculationswere done at inter-

a way as to yield a surfacewind deflectionangle

valsof 0.25in •; thuseachsuccessive
levelrep-
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Fig. 5. Predictedand observedanglebetweenthe surfacewind directionand surfaceisobars.

The datahavebeenobtained
fromBernstein
[1959],Dobson[1914],Je•ries[1920],Lettau
[1950, 1957],Sheppardand Omar [1952], and the author.
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resents an increment of Z/Zo in the ratio of
1.284.Each trial solutionwas carriedup to the
level whereS beganto increase,and, by means
of repeatedtrials, valuesof b and •o were refined until they were accurateto 0.0001 and 0.1
degreerespectively.The number of levels re-

by Rossbyand Montgomery [1935]. The small
systematicdiscrepancies
may be due in part to
the presenceof horizontal temperature gradientsin the natural atmosphere.The observationsfor smallG//zo were obtainedin temperate
latitudeswith relatively smallgeostrophicwinds.
quired for eachsolutionvaried from 32 in the In thesesituationsthe increaseof pressuregraroughestsituationsto 66 in the smoothestones. dient with height tends to increase the wind
In every casethe numberof levelswassufficient shearand promotesa larger surfacewind stress
to reachor exceedthe gradientwind level where than would be expectedin a barotropicatmosthe wind directionbecomes
parallel to the geo- phere.The observationsfor the extremelylarge
Rossbynumberscame from the trade-wind restrophic wind.
with
The wind hodographsfor two contrastingsets gion where the pressuregradient decreases
of conditionsare illustratedin Figure 3. In both elevation.
In Figure 5 the predicted relationshipbethe wind is, for all practical purposes,constant
in directionup to 20 metersand is indistinguish- tween•boand the surfaceRossbynumberis comable from the Prandtl logarithmicdistribution, pared with data collectedfrom several sources.
as is to be expectedfrom the boundarycondi- The large scatter in the observationaldata is
tions that were imposed.The surfacewind di- partly a reflectionof the sensitivityof the surrection is 32 ø to the left of the isobars in the
face wind direction to horizontal temperature
rough situation and is reduced to 14ø in the gradientsin the manner shown by Bernstein
smooth one. At higher levels the wind vector [1959]. When the pressuregradient increases
and this
spiralsin toward the geostrophicwind in a way with height the wind angle decreases,
qualitatively similar to the Ekm• spiral. How- effectis mostnoticeablewhen the pressuregraever, in comparisonwith the latter, the rate dient at the surfaceis weak. Thus we may exof approachis more rapid at the highestlevels. plain why the anglesfor the feeblestpressure
The surface wind stress in relation to the
gradients in both Dobson's and Jeffries' data
too small.The data by Shepenvironmentalparametersis shownin Figure 4. are systematically
Since b is a function of P it is also a function
pard and Omar from the trade-windstationsare
of the ratio P/b. It is thereforepossibleto pre- probablyaffectedin the oppositemanner.Berndict the ratio u*/G as function of the nondimen- stein's data for Brookhaven and the Great Plains
sional number G//zo, which was first suggested are selectedfor neutral barotropicconditions,
lOOO
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Fig. 6. Vertical distribution of Km/ku* for the wind distributions in Figure 3.
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and the Leipzig case is also barotropic.The
O'Neill data are neutral up to at least 1000
meters. Unfortunately, it is not possibleto ascertainthe degreeby which the remainingobserved angles are systematicallyaffected by
baroclinicityand stability. However,they represent moderateor large pressuregradients,and
soare not likely to be very seriouslyaffected.
The vertical distributionsof exchangecoeffi-
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behavior is qualitatively similar to that predicted by Rossbyand Montgomery [1935] and
appearsto be in agreementwith experience,but
there are no observationssufficiently accurate
to provide a critical test of these conclusions.
Acknowledgment. This researchwas sponsored
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cientsthat accompanythe wind solutionshave
beencomputedby applyinga modifiedform of
equation 5:

Km/ku*--- Sz/(1 •- kz!X)2

(26)

Those applying to the two wind distributions
in Figure 3 are illustrated in Figure 6. These
curves confirm the distributionsfound at Leipzig and elsewherein that they increaseto a
maximum at a height of a few hundredmeters.
and then decreaseto small values at higher levels. The increasein computedvaluesabove 600
meters is due to failure to completely satisfy
the boundary condition at infinity; in reality
the exchangecoefficient,like S, must return to
zero at infinity. It is interestingthat the height
of the maximum exchangecoefficientshowsalmost no variation over the entire range of surface roughness
normally encountered.
According
to the hypothesisstated in equation 25, however, this height appearsto be at least roughly
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